
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Crypto & NFT Enthusiasts Flock To The CryptoBlades Game  

After They Increase All Chains Reward Pools 10x  

As Blockchain games become more and more prevalent, Riveted Games, first introduced in 

2014, continues to dominate the market with CryptoBlades that was also introduced in 2021. 

While the game is browser-based and quite easy to use, players are quickly rewarded with 

SKILL tokens and their characters & weapons can be traded on an open marketplace.  

 
St. Kitts – Jan 18th 2022, CryptoBlades has made international headlines with their announcement that 

they have increased the CryptoBlades rewards pool on all chains by 10 times. CryptoBlades is a web-

based NFT roleplaying game launched on the Binance Smart Chain and developed by Riveted Games. 

Established in 2014, CryptoBlades is now a fan favorite as each player is given exclusive rights to their 

weapons and characters, allowing them to potentially sell them or trade up in the NFT marketplace.  

The core of the game revolves around rewarding players with SKILL tokens after defeating enemies and 

participating in raids. They can hire additional characters, forge unique weapons, and reforge those 

weapons to increase their overall power. They can also stake their SKILL earnings and receive additional 

SKILL as a reward. Earnings are uncapped and because players always retain ownership of their weapons 

and characters, people are ditching those no name blockchain games and headed over to CryptoBlades 

in droves.  

During a recent press conference, the company spokesperson for CryptoBlades was quoted as saying, 

“Since its inception, we could tell that the players really liked the game. In turn, we never stopped 

developing the game further, and are happy to be able to increase the rewards pool substantially. The 

NFT marketplace is getting bigger and bigger, and in due time, we are excited to see our players cash in 

big with their NFT’s. Whether they choose to keep them for the long term or level up, it’s a win for 

them, us and the blockchain space!”  

Previously, the rewards allowance was 18.75 SKILL per hour, and has now been upgraded to 200 SKILL 

per hour. This allows players to play at any time of the day to earn. Additionally, Multi-Farm has been 

added to all chains as well. To start, HECO and OEC are receiving 5,000 SKILL over a 30-day distribution, 

and AVAX and POLY are receiving 1,000 SKILL over a 30-day distribution. Through the CryptoBlades 

Knighthood program, partners will be able to provide their tokens for the rewards pools as well.  

To get started or to learn more about CryptoBlades and their one-of-kind rewards program for their 

players, visit their official website at https://www.cryptoblades.io, or their Medium at 

https://cryptoblades.medium.com.  
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